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Yet it is under Ghazan and his immediate successors
TJljavtu and Abu Sa'id, all of them Muslims, that the Jewish
question flickered up again in a special form. The vizier of
these three Il-Khans was a Rashid ad-Din, who was equally
physician, historian, and statesman, " the greatest vizier
of the tl-Khan dynasty and one of the greatest men the East has
produced." 1 There has been a very lively discussion regarding
the presumably Jewish origin of this vizier. The standard
works of E. Quatremere 2 and E. Blochet 3 have shown, as
a result of extensive research in the sources, that the question
of Hashld ad-DnTs Jewish origin was a very topical one in
his time, causing Court circles much discussion. In fact,
Rashid ad-Din's familiarity with Jewish religious usages,4
his knowledge of the Hebrew language and writing,5 the
number of Jews or one-time Jews surrounding hrm as
collaborators, friends, and ofncials,6 is highly surprising and
1	Howorth, loe. cit., iii, p. 589.
2	E. Quatremere, Histoire des Mongols de la Perse par Rackid el Din,
publiee, traduite en Franc-ais, Paris, 1833.
3	E. Blochet, Introduction d rhistoire des Mongols (Gibb Hem. Vol. xii,
^London, 1910).    See also E, G. Browne, Persian Literature under Tartar
Dominion, Cambridge.  1920.
4	According to al-Kashani (cf. Blochet, p.  19s it was   Rashid ad-Din
who,  at this  period  of numerous  conversions  to  Islam,  introduced the
following test of the new converts.    They were given a dish of camel-flesh
prepared in. sour milk which served as a dependable test of their belief in
their newly chosen faith, for, as Rashid ad-Din pointed out, according to
Mosaic law (Exodus xxxiv, 26) it is forbidden to eat either camel-flesh or
meat cooked in milk.   Blochet says, loc. cit., p. 29 :   " Cette connaissance
d'une minutie de la loi mosaique est bien improbable chez un Musulman
de pure race. ..."
5	Quatremere, op. cit., pp. lx—ixi, ha^ proved from a number of details
in Rashid ad-Din's works that the latter knew Hebrew.     In the Court
intrigues concerning him a forged Hebrew letter also played a certain part ;
his enemies wished to ascribe its authorship to him.   Hence he was thought
to know Hebrew. This is certainly worthy of remark, and here, too, Blochet
observes,  ibid.,  p.  30,   " personne  n'admefctra   qu*au  commencement  du
xiv. siecle on ait pu attribuer une lettre eerite en hebreu ou au moms en
caracteres hebraiques k une personne qui ne fut point juive ou tout au
moins d'origine Israelite."
6	We hear much of Jews and former Jews in the immediate circle   of
Rashid ad-Din.    " Le soin que Rachid mettait a chercher ses complices parmi
les juifs," says Blochet, p. 29, " semblerait prouver que le vizier appartenait
au moins par ses origines a la religion Israelite."

